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NOTICE
It is the user’s responsibility to determine the suitability of
this product for any given application. Do not use this
device in any life-critical system or hazardous areas. An
understanding of electronic terminology and practices are
required to use this device. Mount the unit in a way that
prevents exposure to moisture and within the parameters
of any applicable codes.
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1. Introduction
System Overview
The E3 is a self-contained, 3-channel prop controller capable of switching up to 3 amps per channel. The
unit contains an integrated MP3 playback system and a 40-Watt Class D mono amplifier. The E3 requires
a low voltage power supply (12vdc – 24vdc). The controller has a sturdy aluminum case with mounting
tabs.

Document Overview
The E3 has a wide range of uses in many different industries and applications. We recognize that some
industries use terminology or even slang that may be specific to their application. While reading this
manual please be aware of the following interchangeable terminology and make the substitution that
matches your application.
Ground, negative, or (-) may be used interchangeably when referring to the power supply connections.
The terms “Recording” or “Programming” may be used interchangeably when referring to the real time
show creation process.
The terms “Show” “Program” or “Sequence” may be used interchangeably when referring to the animation
data.
The “E3 interface” software has been renamed “The Interface Utility” as we begin using this same software
package for controllers other than the E3.

2. System Description
Specifications


Programmed from front panel buttons



Dual 7 Segment LED indicates unit status



4 Meg flash memory shared between MP3 and show storage



25 frames per second (almost 90 minutes of available show recording time)



Up to 4-1/2 minutes of audio



40 Watt mono Class D amplifier



Stereo Line out connection (Internal 40 Watt amp attached to Left channel only)



Three relay outputs each rated for 3 amps switching current. NO and NC contacts available



Relays rated for 300,000 activations



Wire terminals accept wire as large as 14 gauge



Trigger input PNP (sourcing) and normally open or normally closed.



USB connector to download audio files and backup shows



Same rugged case as our other pro series controllers with no exposed circuit board



3.75" square footprint



Microcontroller runs 12 million instructions per second

Applications
The E3 is intended for stand-alone operation of animatronic characters or prop control.
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3. Hardware
Power Supply
The E3 will operate on 12 to 24 volts DC.
Connect the power supply to the terminals
marked:
+V &

-

To produce the full rated 40 Watts of power
from the amplifier, A 24 volt 2 amp power
supply is required. If you intend to use the
same supply for powering output devices
(valves, relays, etc) additional amperage is
required. If your audio sounds distorted on
lower voltage, turn the volume down until the
distortion is at an acceptable level. At this
point you are putting out the maximum
amount of audio power your voltage source is
capable of delivering. The E3 contains a class
D amplifier chip, which means more of your
available power is going into sound rather
than dissipated as heat even at lower supply
voltages.

There is an extra +V terminal provided for
convenience. The pair of +V terminals are internally connected. This provides an extra terminal to attach
other items requiring power.

Note: The + terminal in the Trig section of the connector is not the same as the +V terminals in the PWR
section.
The + terminal in the Trig section is a regulated 12vdc output for supplying triggers that require power. This
terminal provides 12volts even when the incoming power is 24volts. There is limited current available and
should not be used to power valves, relays, or other output devices.
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Outputs
The E3 provides three relay outputs. Each relay is isolated and capable of switching 3 amps AC or DC at
up to 120vac.

The normally open and normally closed side of each
relay is available for use.

Trigger Input
The E3 can accept a variety of trigger devices. The
trigger (In) expects an active high input, also called
PNP or sourcing. It will also function with a contact
closure from the provided trigger + terminal.
The controller accepts normally open or normally
closed triggers.
Select the desired no/nc configuration through the

 menu option.
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LED Display
The integrated 2-digit LED display provides feedback on all modes and functions.
This includes:
Menu options and values


Current show number (left digit)


Countdown timers during pre and post show
delay.

,,,.........
HeartBeat
The right decimal point will flash continuously
during most modes to indicate the controller is
alive.

Outputs
The three horizontal segments of the right digit
light up in unison with the outputs. These
segments light up during recording and playback
modes.

Trigger
The left decimal point will light up any time
voltage is detected at the trigger input.
Note: With a Normally Closed trigger device,
the indicator will turn off when triggered.
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4. Wiring
The flexibility of the E3 lends itself to a number of different applications. The following connection diagrams
are a sample but certainly are not all the possible combinations.

NOTE: Exercise care when driving inductive loads like relays, solenoids or motors to minimize reverse
EMF (also known as inductive kickback). Install diodes across the load when using DC voltages. For AC
voltage, a capacitor or purpose made RC surge suppressor should be used. Failure to use these
components can cause interference to nearby electronic devices (including objectionable popping or
clicking in the E3’s own audio system), unexpected operation and decreased relay life.

Although the E3 is capable of switching 120 volts at up to 3 amps, care should be
taken if doing so. Evaluate every application to determine if a low voltage approach is available.
When using high voltages, it is especially important to consider the safety aspects. Follow all
applicable wiring codes including proper fusing and safety disconnects. Access to the E3 should
be limited to prevent exposure to the high voltage present on the screw terminals. Mount the E3 in
a manner that will prevent external items from shorting out against the screw terminals.
WARNING:

Basic Wiring Example
3 air valves powered
from same power supply
as the controller and a
normally open contact
closure trigger.
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Sample Output Connections

Switching between two lamps with one channel
In this application, the supply voltage (L) is connected
to the C (common) terminal.
Lamps are attached to both the NC (normally closed)
and NO (normally open) terminal and to the other leg
of the supply voltage (N).
When the output is off, the red lamp attached to the
NC terminal will illuminate.
When the output turns on, the red light will go out,
and the green light attached to the NO terminal will
illuminate.

Using valves or relays with different voltages
In this application, relays with different voltage requirements are used.
Since the relays are completely independent, there is no problem
mixing voltages. As a safety precaution, it is a good idea to clearly
mark these wires so there is no confusion if the system needs to be
serviced in the future.

Note the diodes placed across the coils to handle the reverse EMF.
Observe the polarity of the diode. Connect the end with the colored
band to the end of the coil fed with the positive voltage.
Failing to use these diodes may cause objection popping or clicking in
the audio as well as prematurely wear the relay contacts.

Audio Connections
The E3 contains a 40 Watt class D mono amplifier. The speaker connection is located next to the relay
output connections. The internal audio system is capable of playing high quality stereo MP3 files.
The internal amplifier is only connected to the left channel of the MP3 decoder. Both left and right channels
however are available at the line out jack located next to the trigger connections. This is a stereo
headphone type connector.
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Sample Trigger Connections
This is the most basic trigger arrangement accepting
any trigger device that creates a contact closure.

The + & - terminals in the Trig section provide 12vdc to triggers such as motion sensors requiring power.

Note: The + terminal in the Trig section of the connector
is not the same as the +V terminals in the PWR section.
The + terminal in the Trig section is a 12vdc output for
supplying triggers that require power.
Do not use this internal 12vdc supply to power air valves
or anything requiring more than a few milliamps of
current.

This diagram shows an application using a
photo reflective sensor. The wiring colors are
typical but vary from one manufacturer to the
next.
Brown and blue are usually supply voltage while
white and/or black are the switching signal.
Consult the sensor manual to determine the
exact switching function.
Some sensors will have both normally open and
normally closed contacts. Other sensors will
provide two normally open contacts where one
is NPN and the other is PNP. The E3 will only
work with PNP (also called “Sourcing”) or
contact closures.
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5. Programming
Basic Operation
The E3 is programmed using the 4 buttons on the front panel in conjunction with the 2 digit LED display.
The buttons are dual purpose and will change function depending on the current menu or parameter.
Menu / Esc: Pressing this button enters the programming system as well as exits from it. It will also
manually stop any show that might be running.
Edit / 1:

This button selects menu items to edit as well as program output #1.

 / 2:

This button cycles through menu options as well as program output #2.

 / 3:

This button cycles through menu options as well as program output #3.

To enter programming mode: Hold down the Menu / Esc button for 3 seconds.

The LED display will indicate the current menu or parameter
Each menu option will cycle between the menu name (or parameter) and the current value.

For example

, , , , , ....

To change any parameter value, press the Edit button. The display will stop cycling and display only the
current value. Use the  or  buttons to modify the value, and then press either Edit or Esc to lock in the
new value.

Global Settings
There are 3 global settings that determine the E3 Behaviour. These settings are Show Count, Ambient
Show, and Trigger mode. Step through these options with the  or  buttons.



Show Count:





The E3 can store up to nine unique shows; therefore, any value between
and
is valid. The E3 has
a single trigger input. This means with each trigger, the E3 will step to the next show in the list.
After playing the last available show, the E3 will start over with the first show on the next trigger.



Ambient Show:

Determines whether the ambient show is enabled. When enabled, this show will play whenever a triggered
show is not playing. This will be either

(yes) or (no).



Trigger Mode:

This setting selects either a normally closed or normally open trigger source.
settings.
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 or  are the valid

Program Menus
Immediately following the global settings are the menus for configuring and programming the various
shows stored in the E3.





Ambient Show: Program 0

Triggered Shows: Program 1 through 9

Use the  or  to cycle through the available shows.
Press Edit to enter the menu for a specific show.
Here you can change parameters associated with the show, or create / modify the show itself.

Show Menus
These menus display and allow editing of all show parameters. Each show (or program) has its own
unique group of parameters/settings. Therefore, it is possible that show number 1 might have a different
audio volume than show number 3, or show 2 shares the same audio clip as show 4. Perhaps show 7
needs a five second pre-show delay while the rest of the shows don’t require any delay. All these
combinations are possible.
The show creation process is just as flexible. You can program all 3 outputs simultaneously or you can
create the show in layers; recording one output sequence at a time. It is just as easy to come back a month
later and re-record the sequence for just one or two outputs.
Pressing Esc from any of these parameters will cause the E3 to fall back into the Program Menus.



Run:

Pressing the Edit button will cause the current show to play. Pressing Esc will halt playback



Audio Clip:

This parameter allows you to select the proper audio clip for your show from the library of audio clips.
Press Edit to modify the clip number and  or  to cycle through the available clips. You will hear each
clip play as it is selected. Press Edit or Esc to lock in the desired audio clip.
The number of audio clips available depends on their length. It is possible to store roughly 4-1/2 minutes of
high quality, stereo MP3 audio in the E3.

will disable sound for this show.



Audio Level:

This parameter allows you to set the volume for each show. Press Edit to modify the volume and  or 
to raise or lower it. You will hear the selected clip playing making it easy to select the proper volume.
Press Edit or Esc to lock in the desired volume.
Note: If the Audio Clip is

 then Audio Level will not be available to edit.
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Program Show:

This menu allows you to create a show or edit an existing show. Press Edit to begin.
The left digit of the LED display will serve as a reminder of which show you are editing (

).

The horizontal segments on the right digit will indicate the outputs you have selected for programming.
Use the  or  buttons to select the outputs you want to program. You can program all 3 at once or
program them individually. It is also possible to program all 3 then go back at a later time edit just one. It is
a very flexible system.
Examples:


Show 2- programming outputs 2 and 3:
Show 3 - only programming output number 2: 
Show 1- only programming output number 3:

After selecting the desired outputs for programming, press the Edit button.
This will begin a

,, countdown.

At the completion of the countdown, the controller will be live.

The selected Audio Clip will play at the selected Audio Level (volume)
Pressing the 1 2 3 buttons will directly control the relay outputs of the E3 controller. The horizontal
segments on the right digit will illuminate in conjunction with the outputs.

Note: The controller ignores buttons for any output not selected for programming.
Instead, that output will play back any show data that was previously stored for it.

Continue pressing buttons creating the show sequence for as long as required.
Press the Esc button to end the programming sequence and set the show length.
The E3 will jump back to the

 (run) menu allowing you to play back the show if desired.

Important information regarding show length:


It is possible for a show to last longer than its audio clip; there will just be silence- the audio will not
loop.



Creating shows shorter than the audio clip is also possible however, the audio clip will be cut off to
match the show length.



Any show will be as long as the last time you programmed it. For example- You create a 20-second
show. Sometime later, you redo the sequence for just one of the outputs but you run slightly
longer, say 22 seconds- Your show is now 22 seconds long.
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Override:

This parameter is active when the E3 is in multi-show mode (show count is greater than 1). It determines if







the trigger input is active while a show is playing. Valid settings are (yes) or (no). When set to
the
trigger input is active and the show can be overridden or stepped on. Press Edit to modify the value. Use
the  or  buttons to choose the desired setting, and then press Edit or Esc to lock in the value.



Delay Before:

 

This is the pre-show delay function of the E3. A value of
to
seconds is valid. When triggered, the
pre-show delay will count down on the LED display prior to the show starting. Press Edit to modify the
value. Use the  or  buttons to choose the desired setting, and then press Edit or Esc to lock in the
value.



Delay After:

 

This is the post-show delay function of the E3. A value of
to
seconds is valid. At the completion of
the show, the post-show delay will count down on the LED display. The trigger input will not respond while
the countdown is in progress. Press Edit to modify the value. Use the  or  buttons to choose the
desired setting, and then press Edit or Esc to lock in the value.



Fade:

This parameter appears in the menu only when the Override setting is on. Valid settings are

(yes) or

(no). When set to  the show audio will fade out rather than abruptly switching to the next show.

Press
Edit to modify the value. Use the  or  buttons to choose the desired setting, and then press Edit or
Esc to lock in the value.



Loop Delay:

This parameter only appears on the ambient show (

) menu.

This option takes the place of the pre and post show delay used with other shows.

 

A value of
to
seconds is valid and represents a time delay from the end of the ambient show until
restarting it. Press Edit to modify the value. Use the  or  buttons to choose the desired setting, and
then press Edit or Esc to lock in the value.
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6.

Software Operation

The computer interface provides tools that enable you to download audio clips into the E3. It also enables you to
read previously created shows from an E3, storing them to computer for backup, or to download to other E3
controllers.

Software Installation
The installation package consists of three files
 E3 Interface.CAB
 Setup.exe
 Setup.LST
Double Click setup.exe to begin the installation.

Click OK at the Welcome screen

Click the large button to accept installation in the
default directory.
C:\Program Files\HauntBots\
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Click Continue to create the default Program Group

When the setup completes, click OK.

The E3 interface will appear on your start menu in the HauntBots folder

Driver Installation
Upon connecting the E3 to a computer for the first time,
you will need to load the appropriate driver before you
can use it with the E3 interface software.

The exact screens will vary a bit between different
versions of windows. These instructions cover an
install on Windows XP.

On the New Hardware Wizard window select:
“No, not this time” And click “Next”
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Click “Install from a list or specific location
(advanced)” then click “Next”

Click the “Include this location in the search” option
check box. Then click Browse to find the folder
containing the E3 driver. This may be on media
supplied to you by HauntBots or directly downloaded
from the HauntBots website.

When presented with the Windows Logo testing
warning click “Continue Anyway”

The hardware wizard will complete. Click Finish to
close the wizard.
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In Device Manager, you
should see the connection
listed in the “Ports” section.

This will display the com
port that windows assigned
to the connection- in this
case COM3

Windows will typically
assign a new com port
number every time you plug
the E3 into a different USB
port.

If the assigned com port is
higher than 16 it must be
changed.

To change the assigned
com port, double click E3
Connect in Device Manager.

The E3 Connect Properties
window will open.

Click the Port Settings Tab.

Click the Advanced...
button.

Change the com port
number as desired
(1 through 16)

We also generally recommend clearing the FIFO buffers checkbox.
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Starting the Software
Start the “E3 Interface”, and a window
will list all available com ports on your
computer. Select the correct com port
from the list for your controller and press
“Done”

The main interface window will open. The screen is divided into two different tabs. The first tab handles
audio library creation and downloading. The second tab handles reading and writing of show (animation)
data.
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Creating Audio Library
The E3 uses a library of audio clips. A library can be a single file or as many files as will fit into the roughly
4 Meg of Ram space. Creating your own library and downloading it to the E3 will over-write the sample
library that came with the unit.
To create a library, click the “Select Audio Clips” button. A computer browser window will open. Navigate
to the folder containing the audio tracks you wish to use. The E3 is capable of playing WAV or MP3 files,
however WAV files will consume large amounts of memory very quickly. We recommend MP3 files.
Select the file or files you wish to use. To select a list of files, click the first file then hold down the shift key
while clicking the last file. To pick multiple files not in a row hold down the Ctrl key while selecting. Once
all desired files are selected, press the Open button.

The selected files will appear in the grid. The # column will indicate the number assigned to the clip. The
E3 interface software keeps track of memory usage and only allows you to select files that will fit into the
unit’s memory.
Note: As of version 1.6.1 it is also possible to “Drag and Drop” files from anywhere on your computer
directly into the Audio Library window.
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Writing the audio clips to the E3 is a two-step process. Click “Send Clips to E3”.
The computer will first open the individual audio clips and create the package.

Then the clips will download to the E3.
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Read / Write shows
The Show Read / Write tab enables you to extract all shows from an E3 and save them to your computer.
Shows saved in this manner can be re-opened and written to another E3.

Read Shows from E3
Press “Read Shows From E3”. The E3 will transmit all show data to your computer. You will receive a
prompt to “Save Shows To Computer”.

Press “Yes” and a Browse folder window will open.
Select the folder where you wish to save your show
data.
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You will then be prompted to create a project name. This will create a new folder where all show data will
be stored. Enter the desired project name and click OK.

The show files will be saved and a window confirming project creation will be displayed.
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Open Saved Show Files

Press Open Existing Shows to open a previously created project folder.

Select the
desired project
from the
Browse for
Folder window
and press OK.

All shows
stored in the
project folder
will be loaded
into the grid.
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Write Shows to E3

To write the shows to an E3 load the desired project and press the Write Shows To E3.
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Buttons
Display
State

Main

Alternate

Boot up

HB

E3

Standby

HeartBeat

ambient start

Triggered

Show number

outputs

Erase

Fig 8 chase

Show Count Menu

1

Esc

Edit

2

 

Function




Menu

Main Menu (Parameters and Programing)



Run Show



Seen during audio download


Edit

AS

y / n*

Edit


  Show Count - 0 - 9
  Ambient Show - yes / no

tr

no* / nc

Edit

  trigger - normally open / normally closed

P0

Edit

  Go to Programing menu - Program 0 (ambient)

P1

Edit

  Go to Programing menu - Program 1

P2

Edit

  Go to Programing menu - Program 2

P(n)

Edit

  Program # (up to max Show Count)

Edit


 

Show Count

01* - 09




Ambient Show Menu

y / n*

Edit

Trigger mode Menu

no* / nc

Edit

rn

Esc

Edit

Change desired Show Count

Increase Show Count value
Decrease Show Count value
Set desired Show Count Value - return to Main Menu


Change desired Ambient Show State yes/no
 
Toggle Ambient Show mode yes / no

Toggle Ambient Show mode yes / no

Edit desired Ambient Show state - return to Main Menu

Trigger normally open / normally closed
 
Toggle Trigger Normally Open / Normally Closed
 Toggle Trigger Normally Open / Normally Closed


Programing Menu

3

01* - 09

SC
Main Menu
(Parameters and
Programing)

Menu

Set desired Trigger state - return to Main Menu


  Pressing "Edit" runs show

AC

00* - 99

Esc

Edit

AL

0 - 99*

Esc

Edit

  Go To Audio Clip selection menu
  Go To Audio Volume selection menu

Pr

1=

Esc

Edit

  Program current show

or

y / n*

Esc

Edit

  Go to over-rideable menu **

db

00* - 99

Esc

Edit

  Go to delay before show (seconds) **

dA

00* - 99

Esc

Edit

  Go to delay After show (seconds) **

Fd

y / n*

Esc

Edit

Ld

00* - 99

Esc

Edit

  Go to Fade out menu ** (only on shows with override)
  Ambient Loop Delay (ambient program only)
Return to Main (Menu Parameters & Programming)

Run Show

show number

outputs

Esc

Show Running

Pressing Esc Stops current show
Returns to Main or Show menu
* Default values
** Not available on ambient show
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Buttons
Display
State

Main

Audio Clip Menu

00* - 99

Alternate

Menu

1

2

3

Esc

Edit





Function

Esc

Edit





Select desired Audio Clip from library for show

Cycle forward through available sounds
Cycle backwards through available sounds
Set desired Sound Clip - return to Programing menu
Audio Level Menu

00 - 99*

Esc



Edit



Edit desired volume (Audio Level)

Increase Audio Level
Decrease Audio Level
Set desired Audio Level - return to Programing menu
Program Menu

show num

outputs

Esc



Edit

Lock in desired outputs for Programing

Cycle through and select outputs for Programing

3-2-1 countdown
Program Show


Select outputs for Programing
Cycle through and select outputs for Programing
return to Programing menu without change

show num

outputs

Esc

1

2

3

Create show
Program output 3 if enabled
Program output 2 if enabled
Program output 1 if enabled

End Programing - Sets show length- return to Programing Menu
over-rideable Menu

y / n*

Esc



Edit



Select desired over-rideable show mode **

Toggle Over-rideable show mode yes / no
Toggle Over-rideable show mode yes / no
Set desired Over-rideable state - return to Programing menu
Delay before Menu

00* - 99

Esc



Edit



Select desired pre show delay **

Increase pre show delay in seconds
Decrease pre show delay in seconds
Set pre show delay in seconds - return to Programing menu
Delay After Menu

00* - 99

Esc



Edit



Select desired post show delay **

Increase post show delay in seconds
Decrease post show delay in seconds
Set post show delay in seconds - return to Programing menu
Fade out Menu

y / n*

Esc



Edit

(Only applies to shows that are over-rideable)



Audio Fades when new show triggered

Toggle fade mode yes /no
Toggle fade mode yes /no
Set Fade out mode - return to Programing menu

Ambient Loop delay Menu

y / n*

Esc



Edit

(replaces pre/post delay for ambient show



Set Desired Ambient Loop delay

Increase Ambient Loop delay in seconds
Decrease Ambient Loop delay in seconds
Set Ambient Loop delay - return to Programing menu

* Default values
** Not available on ambient show
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